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An observation of quantum interference effect in photocurrent spectra of a weakly coupled
bound-to-continuum multiple quantum well photodetector is reported. This effect persists even at
high biases where the Kronig–Penney minibands of periodic superlattice potential in the continuum
are destroyed. Our results show that electrons remain coherent over a distance of 40–50 nm. The
observation was used to investigate electric field domain formation induced by sequential resonant
tunneling in the superlattice. A large off-resonant energy level alignment between two neighboring
wells in the high field domain was observed. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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Recently, there has been great interest in studying op
and transport properties of multiple quantum well~MQW!
structures. In these ‘‘artificial molecules,’’ energy quantiz
tion and wave nature of carriers have been used to de
new devices and to demonstrate some basic laws of quan
mechanics, e.g., to observe minibands in the continuum
periodic potential superlattice,1 to observe suppression of op
tical absorption in coupled potential wells,2 and to make
quantum well infrared photodetectors~QWIPs! by using
minibands in the continuum.3 In this letter, we report on a
new observation of a quantum interference effect in the p
tocurrent spectra in bound-to-continuum QWIPs. Using t
effect, we analyze the electric field domain formation in t
superlattice.

In a weakly coupled MQW structure with two boun
states in each well~i.e., a bound-to-bound QWIP!,3 the ab-
sorption spectrum is a Lorentzian shape peak correspon
to a transition between the ground state and the first exc
state. The contribution of other states in the continuum ab
the barrier is negligible because of the oscillator stren
sum rule~one-to-two transition, both states being localized
the well, has a much more significant transition dipole ma
element!.

When the quantum well parameters allow only one st
in the well ~i.e., a bound-to-continuum QWIP!, the absorp-
tion spectrum is not Lorentzian any more, the states ab
the barriers have a strong contribution to the absorption.
cause these continuum states are extended over the ba
and several neighboring wells~depending on the coherenc
length of electrons!, electron interference effects can be o
served in the absorption spectrum. At zero bias, due to
potential translation symmetry there are well-known mi
bands in the continuum states of the superlattice1 which can
be calculated using, for example, the Kronig–Penney mo
The miniband energy gaps, depending on the overlap of
states between neighboring wells, can be designed l
enough to be observable in the absorption spectrum. H
ever, under an applied bias, such that the voltage drop
period is bigger than these energy gaps, the miniband st
ture is destroyed. We will show that in a QWIP even at la
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biases, one can still see some features in the photocurre
spectrum which are due to electron interference effects ov
one or two periods of the superlattice~40–50 nm!.

The sample investigated for this study was grown by
molecular beam epitaxy on a~100! semi-insulating GaAs
substrate~sample 1510!. It consists of 50 periods of 4 nm
GaAs wells, uniformly doped with Si ton5231018

cm23, separated by 20 nm Al0.22Ga0.78As barriers. Due to the
well-known intersubband transition selection rule, the ab
sorption measurement was done in 45° multipass geometry3

The experimental absorption spectrum at 79 K~limited by
the experimental setup! is shown in the inset of Fig. 1. The
theoretical fit was calculated by solving Schrodinger’s and
Poisson’s equations in the envelope function approximation
The effect of exchange correlation was included through th
one-particle exchange-correlation potential.4 Nonparabolicity
was taken into account as in Ref. 5. To treat the energ
eigenstates above the barrier, the MQW structure was em
bedded between infinitely large barriers carriers at suffi
ciently large distances such that the far distance bounda
conditions do not affect the calculated absorption spectra.6

To measure the photocurrent spectrum, circular device
with 200 mm diameter were defined by wet chemical etch-
ing. AuGe/Ni/Au was deposited onto the top and bottom
n1-GaAs contact layers. Liftoff and alloying techniques

FIG. 1. The experimental photocurrent spectrum atVbias523 V ~solid
line! and theoretical absorption spectrum~dashed line for one period and
dotted line for two periods! of sample 1510 atT510 K. The inset is the
experimental absorption spectrum at zero bias atT579 K ~solid line! and
the calculated absorption spectrum~dotted line!.
3307)/3307/3/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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were used to make Ohmic contacts. 45° mirrors were p
ished on the edges of the sample to couple incident infra
radiation. Figure 1 shows the photocurrent spectrum at 10
for an applied bias of23 V ~defined with respect to the
bottom contact layer!. One can see three peaks at;155, 187,
and 220 meV in the photocurrent spectrum. The spacings
the peaks in the calculated absorption spectrum strongly
pend on the applied field once the quantum well paramet
are given. The theoretical results show only two peaks in
absorption spectrum for one quantum well, while for a qua
tum well with its nearest neighbors in the superlattice, the
are three peaks, as shown in Fig. 1. For both of these curv
the assumed electric field on the structure is;31 kV/cm.
This clearly shows that the observed peaks in the photoc
rent spectrum originate from electron interference effe
over about two superlattice periods~a distance of 40–50
nm!.

Although the superlattice minibands~in the Kronig–
Penney sense! are destroyed at these applied biases, t
physical origin of these observed peaks is that the dip
matrix element which is basically an overlap integral b
tween thelocalizedground state in the well and the excite
states above the barrier has peaks~resonances! reflecting in-
terferences over neighboring wells. Alternatively, this can
viewed as thelocal density of the states~i.e., density of
states normalized by the amplitude of the wave function
the well region! having peaks whereas the total density
states, which shows the energy level spacings for the wh
superlattice, might not have any noticeable structure.

One notices that even though thepositionand thespac-
ing of the peaks in the theoretical absorption spectrum ma
the experimental photocurrent spectrum, it is not possible
exactly fit them together~especially in the low energy re-
gion!. This is because the photocurrent spectrum involv
additional effects due to electron emission from the quantu
well, transport in the superlattice, and capture in a dista
quantum well or in the contact layers.7 Energy dependence of
these additional processes will affect the photocurrent sp
trum.

To further substantiate the fact that these observed pe
in the photocurrent spectrum originate from the local dens
of states in the well region and reflect electron coheren
over a few periods of the superlattice, a second device~1511!
was fabricated and tested. This device has the same w
width and barrier height as sample 1510, however, the bar
width was increased to 40 nm. This gives a zero bi
Kronig–Penney miniband structure which is very differe
from that of sample 1510, but as it can be seen in Fig. 2~a!,
the experimental photocurrent spectrum has peaks consis
with the calculated absorption spectrum of one quantum w
in the superlattice. Again this shows that the electrons
coherent over at least one period of the superlattice~;40
nm!.

Since the electron wave constructive and destructive
terferences over periods of the superlattice strongly dep
on the applied field, from the position and the spacing of t
photocurrent peaks one can deduce the actual applied ele
field over the quantum wells. Figure 2~a! shows the theoreti-
cal absorption spectrum for an applied electric field of 1
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kV/cm which is consistent with the experimental value of
22.7 V potential drop over 50 periods of the superlattice.
When the bias is decreased to23.8 V @Fig. 2~b!#, the pho-
tocurrent peaks move~their separation increases by;6
meV!, the theoretical absorption spectrum which reproduce
this result requires an electric field of 17 kV/cm. This is
again consistent with a23.8 V drop over 50 periods of su-
perlattice.

The photocurrent spectrum of the sample 1510~20 nm
barriers! shows a different behavior as a function of applied
bias. It shows the same three peak positions as shown n Fi
1 for all biases between20.2 and24.3 V. This result is
explained through the formation of electric field domains in
the MQW region. In this device, because of thinner barriers
the couplings between quantum wells are stronger. It ha
been observed before that the conservation of lateral mome
tum in the tunneling process between wells induces curren
peaks whenever energy levels of adjacent wells are
aligned.8–11This leads to an instability which causes forma-
tion of high and low field domains~HFD, LFD! in the de-
vice. In the HFD, there is ground level-to-excited level se-
quential resonant tunneling~SRT!. While in the LFD, there is
ground level-to-ground level tunneling. Under illumination,
the light is absorbed in all the quantum wells but only pho-
toexcited carriers which are in a region with a high electric
field have high probability of being swept out of the quantum
well and contribute to the photocurrent. While those in low
field region have a high probability of being recaptured by
their own well, contributing negligibly to the photocurrent.

It should be noticed that the electric field~;31 kV/cm!
for which the theoretical results match the experimental one
does not correspond to an alignment between the groun
state of one well with its neighboring well’s resonant state. It
is a little less than half of the aligned value. Recently, Kwok

FIG. 2. The experimental photocurrent spectrum~solid line! and theoretical
absorption spectrum~dotted line! at different biases of sample 1511 atT
510 K. ~a! Vbias522.7 V; ~b! Vbias523.8 V.
Xu, Shakouri, and Yariv
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et al.11 explained the deviation of electric field in the HFD
from the resonant alignment through a current continu
model, the;31 kV/cm field for the HFD in sample 1510
seems to imply that the ground state of one well is align
with the first resonance state of thesecondnearest neighbor.
At the highest bias that we could apply on the device~25
V!, the experimental result, shown in Fig. 3, shows peaks
;128, 160, 200, and 230 meV. This could be explained
ther by a uniform voltage drop over the structure~see the
dotted curve in Fig. 3!, or through the formation of a new
HFD in the structure, corresponding to the alignment wi
higher resonance state in the second nearest-neighbor w
In the latter case, the broader peak at;128 meV shows the
LFD contribution. Although we cannot conclusively dete
mine that the ground state of one well is aligned with the fir
resonance state of the second nearest neighbor in the H
from this experiment, all the results are consistent with t
fact that electrons remain coherent over two periods of t
superlattice~for sample 1510!.

FIG. 3. The experimental photocurrent spectrum of sample 1510 atVbias

525 V ~solid line! and theoretical absorption spectrum~dashed line for
one period and dotted line for two periods! of sample 1510 atT510 K.
The inset is the differential conductance vs applied voltage atT510 K in
dark. The number of NDOs for different devices processed out of the sa
wafer is between 45 and 49. A second sample with exactly the same qu
tum well parameters as sample 1510 but with half of the number of peri
shows 23–24 NDOs.
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 66, No. 24, 12 June 1995
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Another signature of HFD formation in the sample is th
oscillatory behavior in theI –V characteristics which reflects
more quantum wells entering the HFD region as the bias
increased.8 As expected, sample 1511 did not show any o
cillations in theI –V characteristics, but there were 48 nega
tive differential oscillations~NDOs! for sample 1510~see the
inset in Fig. 3!. This number is close to the number of quan
tum wells in the structure~i.e., 50!. The very irregular period
of these oscillations~75640 mV!, might originate from the
fact that for this bound-to-continuum detector, the excite
levels are a series of closely spaced states above the ba
but the mean value of these oscillations is close to half of t
separation between the ground state and the first resona
state.

In conclusion, we have presented a new observation
the quantum interference effect in the photocurrent spectr
which causes peaks in the latter. We estimated the cohere
length of the excited electrons and analyzed the SRT induc
electric field domain formation by comparing the theoretic
calculation with the experimental results. A large energ
level misalignment between two neighboring wells in th
HFD was observed.

This work was supported by Advanced Researc
Projects Agency~ARPA!, and by Air Force Office of Scien-
tific Research.
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